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Enterprises as organization, not only survive in market, but also survive in the 
institutional context disciplined by government. The characteristics of strongly 
connecting and weak independence in tourism industry contribute to the tourism 
enterprise’s survival logic, that it have to depend on coordinating with government 
and coexist with market. Without that, tourism enterprises could not get better 
external developing environment. Compared with manufactory enterprise, the 
influence of public service provision on tourism enterprise not only has instant results, 
but also comprehensive, profound, and everlasting. When it comes to Chinese 
enterprise, company with the political-economic system in the transitional period, the 
government influence enterprise through policy and law, while at the same time 
intervene enterprise’s operation in micro-level. In this case, how enterprises cope with 
such situation? Is trying to cater to, strategically response, or to seeking breakthrough 
in dilemma? And what kind of measure should tourism enterprise take in such 
institutional framework. The essay approaches to resolve these problems from the 
theoretical aspect. According to the system difference confronted with Chinese 
enterprises and Western enterprises, it classifies the enterprise’s government actions 
into two kinds, which is establishing political connections and pursuing public service. 
Based on the definition of these two government actions, it poses the proposition of 
enterprise’s individual survival and collective survival. 
In this article, Political Connection is defined as “a informal institutional 
arrangement manipulated by dependency relationship between government and enterprise, 
aiming to an exchange of power for money, and maintaining by special trust”. In this 
context, “Individual Survival” is used to describe the behavioral characteristics, outcome 
and effect of enterprise’s establishing political connection that is, individually taking 
action, exclusively surviving, and rarely sustainable. As to Pursuing Public Service, it 
refers to the enterprise entering into the institutional construction and operation of public 
service as demander and provider. Accordingly, “Collective Survival” here is use to 
describe that enterprise takes coordinating actions with government and other enterprise, 
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brief, although enterprise’s establishing political connections seeks to make profit for 
enterprise itself and affiliates with the detriment of public interests, it could not ensure 
enterprise’s private interests in the long run. Enterprise’s pursuing of public service, 
however, is to combine the obtaining of enterprise’s interest with the maintaining of 
public interests, and obtains enterprise’s interest through the advocate of public interest. It 
should be noted that the access to collective survival here is not strongly emphasize 
through organization’s collective actions. It’s only a by-product, which is a natural 
outcome of enterprise’s pursuing of public service, and therefore not necessarily the goals 
of enterprise set at the beginning. 
Different with the point of view of Olson’s that individual rational calculation 
leads to “the dilemma of collective action”, it struggles to analyze why it is possible for 
enterprise to pursue public service, which is, the institutional context determines the 
choice of enterprise’s action toward government. With the construction of theoretical 
framework of enterprise’s governmental actions, it concentrates on tourism enterprise, 
successfully refined four ideal type of tourism public service providing, respectively are 
commonly providing and tourism benefit, specially providing toward tourism and tourism 
benefit, high quality provision and tourism benefit, and tourism providing while the 
common benefit. In the end, it illustrates that the survival attribute of tourism enterprise 
highlights enterprise’s preference of pursuing public service to establishing political 
connection 
The research value of this article lies in that, firstly, offering a conceptual analyzing 
framework which is used to put Chinese enterprise, of course includes tourism enterprise 
into right position, and provoking a proposition discussion on how to propel the collective 
survival among government, enterprise, and other enterprise. Considering that, dealing 
with the relationship between government and enterprise, making full use of 
government’s supporting hand and preventing government’s predating hand to the most 
extent, is the key to determine the success or failure of China’s economic reform, the 
discussion of surviving way of enterprise and its change is not only a project worthy to 
study in theory, but also has significantly institutional practicing value. 
Secondly, the analysis of the alternative of tourism enterprise confronted with 
government, conducive to reduction of strategy perplex of tourism enterprise in 















framework of enterprise’s action toward government to specifically analyzing on tourism 
enterprise, do prove that it is emergent to establish a stable analyzing paradigm in 
domestic tourism study, and then describe that we need high patience to build a research 
paradigm for tourism research. 
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导  论  
一、研究背景  
政府不仅是企业在现代市场中的合作者或竞争者，还是企业经营的规范者















于中国 4000 多家企业经营环境调查的详细报告显示，2012 年有 33.7%的企业将
政府行政管理方面的问题列为首要障碍，而这一比例在 2008 年只有 29.3%（郑
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